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Alone

Series Body Of Work

On Vancouver Island, a seriously injured participant weighs the risks of seeking medical help and
sacrificing his shot at $500,000. Danger awaits all participants as predators continue to stalk the island’s
newest inhabitants.

The Amazing Race

It’s Just A Million Dollars, No Pressure
February 21, 2018

In the Amazing Race finale teams travel seven thousand miles from Hong Kong to San Francisco,
competing in challenges in Aberdeen Harbor and on the Bay Bridge, culminating in a final brain-bending
task on board the iconic USS Hornet where one team wins the million-dollar prize.

America's Got Talent

Episode #1201
June 01, 2017

In the premiere episode of AGT, judges Simon Cowell, Mel B, Heid Klum and Howie Mandell were joined
by new host Tyra Banks. The episode showcased acts of all ages and talents, including singing
ventriloquist Darci Lynne, who received a Golden Buzzer and went on to win the entire competition.

America's Next Top Model

Beauty Is Raw
February 20, 2018

The models bare it all in a nude photoshoot unlike ever before. Later, the contestants create an anti-
bullying PSA for the National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC) which triggers deep, dark secrets from
each of the models' pasts.

American Idol

Episode 101
March 11, 2018

American Idol returns to television on ABC Television Network with a premiere episode narrated by
Carrie Underwood and hosted by the host of all hosts, Ryan Seacrest. The season launches with a new
panel of judges, pop icon Katy Perry, music icon Lionel Richie and country music superstar Luke Bryan.



American Ninja Warrior

Daytona Beach Qualifiers
June 26, 2017

American Ninja Warrior travels to Daytona Beach, Florida where competitors tackle six obstacles
including the brand new Rolling Pin and Wingnuts. Veteran American Ninja Warrior fan-favorites Jessie
Graff, Drew Drechsel, and JJ Woods return. NASCAR driver Ben Kennedy also takes on the course for the
first time.

Antiques Roadshow

Newport, Hour 1
May 14, 2018

Antiques Roadshow transports audiences across the country in a search for America’s true hidden
treasure: the stories of our collective history. Join leading antiques specialists as they reveal the
captivating truths about family heirlooms and attic discoveries, and for the first-time ever visit a
distinctive, historic venue—indoors and out.

Beat Bobby Flay

Feeling Bleu
October 19, 2017

Iron Chef Alex Guarnaschelli and comedian Bobby Moynihan team up, but beating Bobby Flay is no
joking matter. They're bringing in Beantown chef Marcellus Coleman and Bobby's number one fan, Lionel
Haeberle, to slay the Flay.

Big Brother: Celebrity Edition

Episode 102
February 07, 2018

The first celebrity edition of reality hit Big Brother, follows a group of celebrities living together in a
house outfitted with cameras and microphones, recording their every move 24 hours a day. Each week,
someone will be voted with the last remaining Houseguest receiving a grand prize.

Celebrity Family Feud

Episode 309
June 11, 2017

Amy Schumer competes against Kelly Clarkson and Chrissy Metz takes on Steve Irwin's family in the
season three premiere of ABC's Celebrity Family Feud, with host Steve Harvey. Celebrity Family Feud is
the hit primetime game show where celebrities and their families compete to win money for their
favorite charities.

The Challenge: Vendettas

Mercenaries Of Mayhem 
February 20, 2018

Challenge legends continue to wreak havoc on the game.  One player uses the power of the grenade to
threaten the competition, creating a powerful vendetta in the process.



The Challenge: Vendettas

When Worlds Collide
January 02, 2018

Past feuds and grudges comes back to haunt 28 eager Challenge competitors, all vying for their share of
$500,000. Romance is in the air at the Challenge house, but so is revenge, as the players plot their next
moves.

Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives

Series Body Of Work

Guy Fieri is diving into all kinds of comfort cooking. In Phoenix, a funky joint stackin' up barbecue fries
and a new spin on chilaquiles. In Boulder, Colo., a pizza place loading up the pies and their meatball
grinder. Plus, a Dallas spot cranking out all kinds of off-the-chain chicken.

Fastest Car

David Vs. Goliath
April 06, 2018

A '27 Dodge pickup, a '64 Chevy pickup and a 2014 Honda Odyssey -- all heavily modified -- take on a
2006 Ford GT supercar.

Forged In Fire

Series Body Of Work

Four blade smiths are given the twisted challenge of forging blades from a giant elevator cable. Which
smiths will unravel after a tough round of testing? Only two move on to recreate the historical African
Ngombe Ngulu for a chance at $10,000 and the title of Forged in Fire Champion.

The Four: Battle For Stardom

Series Body Of Work

Four talented, competitive singers, chosen by the show’s panel of music industry experts, will try to
defend their coveted spots on the stage, as they’re challenged individually by new singers determined
to replace them. Each week, if any are outperformed, they’ll go home and challengers will take their
place.

The Gong Show

Series Body Of Work

Revived from the classic 1970s game show, this outrageous competition full of cheeky humor is hosted
by Tommy Maitland (Mike Myers) and judged by Will Arnett, Ken Jeong, and Zach Galifianakis, and
features unconventional and absurdly entertaining performances by artists hoping to score big and
avoid getting Gong'd.

The Grand Tour

The Falls Guys
December 15, 2017

Jeremy and James May race to find the fastest way from the Big Apple to Niagara Falls on public
transportation, dragging an injured Richard Hammond. Jeremy tests the Mercedes-AMG GT R at the
Eboladrome, cricketer Kevin Pietersen goes against baseball's Brian Wilson in a Celebrity Face Off.



Guy's Grocery Games

Spiciest!
January 24, 2018

The heat is on in Flavortown with Guy Fieri's spiciest games yet.

Hell's Kitchen

Series Body Of Work

Hell’s Kitchen welcomes the newest batch of determined chefs who will brave Chef Gordon Ramsay’s
fiery command of the kitchen as he puts them through an intense culinary academy. The competitors
face Ramsay’s grueling challenges to prove they possess the right combination of ingredients to win a
life-changing grand prize.

$100,000 Pyramid

Leslie Jones Vs. LL Cool J, Tom Bergeron Vs. Jennifer Nettles
June 11, 2017

Celebrity battles include actress Leslie Jones vs. rapper and actor LL Cool J, and TV personality Tom
Bergeron vs. country music star Jennifer Nettles.

Iron Chef Gauntlet

Resourcefulness
April 04, 2018

The seven chefs show their resourcefulness using a single protein as many ways possible in Alton
Brown's Chairman's Challenge. When one chef takes too many risks and another isn't risky enough, one
ends up in the bottom. Then, two chefs fight to avoid elimination in a fishy Secret Ingredient Showdown.

Iyanla: Fix My Life

Broken Reality: Hazel-E
April 14, 2018

Hazel-E, former Love and Hip Hop star, was fired for a racist rant on social media. Iyanla forces Hazel-E
to face the childhood trauma that helped create her current image, in hopes that she can move past the
rage and use her voice as a power for good.

Jay Leno's Garage

Any Which Way But Gas
January 11, 2018

Jay explores the most exciting alternatives to standard fuel, meets up with Arnold Schwarzenegger to
check out the Governator's G-Wagon, and goes deep into rural California to revisit a time when burning
wood could run cars.

Lip Sync Battle

Charli XCX Vs. Rita Ora Featuring Boy George
March 29, 2018

The British Invasion comes to Lip Sync Battle. Charli XCX and Rita Ora battle for the LSB belt while pop
icon Boy George serves as the resident DJ.



Long Lost Family

The First And Last Time I Saw My Sister
April 08, 2018

Chris Jacobs tries to unravel a legal mystery as he searches for a woman’s sister whom she last saw
across a New York courtroom thirty years ago.  Lisa helps a man tormented by questions about his
racial identity search for the one person who holds the answers.

Match Game

Episode 306
February 07, 2018

Hosted by Alec Baldwin, Match Game is a series of bawdy and irreverent fun! Each episode covers four
contestants and six celebrities in a game of fill-in-the-missing-blank, while celebrating the finest of
sharp-witted shenanigans primetime game can offer.

Nailed It!

Head Under Water
March 09, 2018

Two daunting desserts -- a chocolate-filled hot tub and an open-mouthed shark cake -- have the hapless
home cooks struggling to stay afloat.

Penn & Teller: Fool Us

Something Fishy This Way Comes
August 17, 2017

Magicians from around the world perform their own tricks in an attempt to fool the masters, Penn &
Teller. Shot at the Rio Hotel in Las Vegas… one take, live on tape.

Project Runway

Client On The Go
October 05, 2017

The inseparable twin designers are plunged into a surprise head-to-head challenge, leading to a tense
and tearful elimination. The remaining designers must create a look for friends and family of Project
Runway crew, but events take an ugly turn when accusations of cheating cloud the results of a
contentious runway.

Project Runway

Finale, Part 2
November 16, 2017

Fashion week is finally here and the designers rush to put the final touches on their collections. Four
designers will have their dream of showing at New York Fashion Week, but only one designer will reach
the ultimate goal of being crowned the next Project Runway Winner! Make It Work!

Project Runway

One Size Does Not Fit All
August 17, 2017

The designers enter the new season in style as they must create a red carpet look that demonstrates
their fashion point of view. But the real surprise comes when the designers learn they will be working
with models of all sizes!



Project Runway All Stars

A Kick In The Astro
February 22, 2018

The All Stars designers are faced with their toughest challenge yet as they design avant-garde looks
inspired by the cosmos! RuPaul and Jesse Tyler Ferguson join the judging panel for a spectacular, out-
of-this-world runway.

Queer Eye

Series Body Of Work

A new Fab Five set out to Atlanta to help the city's straight men refine their wardrobes, grooming, diet,
cultural pursuits, and home décor.

RuPaul's Drag Race

10s Across The Board
March 22, 2018

Christina Aguilera stunts on the mainstage. Plus, fan favorite queens from the past decade of Drag Race
return as 14 new queens compete to become America’s Next Drag Superstar and win $100,000. The first
challenge is to create million dollar looks from thrift store supplies.

Sell It Like Serhant

All Bottled Up
April 11, 2018

Manhattan real-estate agent Ryan Serhant attempts to impart his professional wisdom on Tim, a
struggling wine salesman in Millbrook, New York. Ryan has just one week to figure out what's holding
Tim back and uncork his potential.

Shark Tank

Series Body Of Work

Things get fiery in the Tank when Sir Richard Branson vents his frustration with Mark Cuban in a
shocking, never-before-seen way. A recycled skateboard deck; a revolutionary aerial sports product; a
cool new way to enjoy camping; and a 5-minute meditation app are featured.

Survivor

This Is Why You Play Survivor
November 01, 2017

Tensions are high at one of the Tribe camps after a blind side at Tribal Council. A lack of food takes it
toll on one of the castaways and an idol is found.

The Therapist

Prodigy
July 10, 2017

Rapper Prodigy of Mobb Deep discusses living with Sickle Cell Anemia and receiving supernatural
spiritual messages.



To Tell The Truth

Episode 210
September 21, 2017

To Tell The Truth is a beloved game show of the same name. Each episode cleverly covers three canny
contestants and four quick-witted celebrities, keeping audiences on their edge of their seats as they
play along to figure out who is telling the truth.

Top Chef

This Is Not Glamping
January 04, 2018

In a competition first, Tom surprises the chefs with a twist that changes the game. The chefs are sent
camping to make a 5-star meal. With only a few heat sources and limited ingredients, the chefs get
resourceful. Naomi Pomeroy joins the judges in the beautiful but chilly Colorado Mountains.

Trading Spaces

You Can’t Handle Chartreuse
June 02, 2018

In the Atlanta-based season finale, veteran designer Doug Wilson’s big risk on a work of art could
backfire, while newcomer Kahi Lee hopes to make a big impression on a SuperFan with her first Trading
Spaces design. Paige Davis and carpenters Brett Tutor and Joanie Sprague join the makeover mayhem.

Truck Night In America

In The Hole
May 10, 2018

Five drivers put their trucks to the test. The first challenge hurts more than a driver’s pride when one
truck is broken in half. Dense smoke blinds the drivers as they weave through trees in the Fire Escape,
and it’s a battle of size vs. skill in the Green Hell.

Ultimate Expedition

We've All Got A Screw Loose
January 17, 2018

Nine strangers travel to Huaraz, Peru to face the biggest challenge of their lives, the 20,000-foot Mt.
Tocllaraju; But first they must acclimate to high elevation or the expedition will be over before it can
even begin.

The Voice

Series Body Of Work

Advisors Hailee Steinfeld, Julia Michaels, Shawn Mendes and Trace Adkins help Coaches Kelly Clarkson,
Alicia Keys, Adam Levine, and Blake Shelton prep their artists for the battles, where two artists from the
same team duel for a spot on their coach’s team.

The Wall

Shana & Jakia
January 15, 2018

The Wall is four stories tall, with millions of (very winnable) dollars on the line, but The Wall was built
for one reason: to change people’s lives.



Who Do You Think You Are?

Laverne Cox
May 21, 2018

Actress Laverne Cox pieces together the inspiring life of her African American ancestor, who challenged
societal norms and bravely pushed the boundaries just years after Emancipation.

World Of Dance

Episode 101
June 01, 2017

The world's elite dance acts from all ages and dance genres enter the World Of Dance arena to face off
in the challenge of a lifetime. The acts have one chance to showcase their artistry, precision and
athleticism in order to move forward in the competition and ultimately win a million dollars.

End of Category



Outstanding Picture Editing For An Unstructured Reality Program

Alaska: The Last Frontier

The Day The Glacier Fell
November 12, 2017

Atz Lee and Charlotte rush to save the life of a stuck cow before it's too late. A father son shrimping trip
turns deadly when Otto and his sons must outrun a colossal caving glacier. Eve and Jane fish for salmon
for their family.

Below Deck Mediterranean

Don’t Cry Over Cut Onions
June 06, 2017

Malia, Wes and Adam find themselves in uncharted emotional territory. The charter guests keep the
interior staff on their toes as they struggle with demanding requests. And, a low blow from Adam about
Hannah’s job performance puts Bugsy in the middle of their growing animosity towards each other.

Black Ink Crew

Ceaser A.D. (After Dutchess)
December 06, 2017

Black Ink Crew viewers have seen the Black Ink tattoo shop emerge as Harlem’s hotspot for the freshest
ink, and the brand expand into an empire. The docu-series showcases quality artistry and the diversity
of the cast’s backgrounds, personal lives and other ventures in and out of the shop.

Born This Way

Series Body Of Work

During a visit to a dude ranch, the love triangle between Steven, Megan and Sean gets complicated.
Angel and Cristina get a reality check when they visit a couple with disabilities who are married. Results
of Rocco’s assessment are disheartening, but Chris and Amy vow to fight for inclusion.

Catfish: The TV Show

Sheklia & Talli
January 03, 2018

A concerned son reaches out when his mom’s mysterious online boyfriend seems too shady for comfort.
But Mom is hiding secrets of her own, and once Nev and Max find their man, things take a bizarre turn
that leave them shocked.

Chrisley Knows Best

Remission Control
October 03, 2017

The Chrisley’s take it to the gutter with a family bowling tournament. And while Julie waits to hear if her
cancer is in remission, the family plans a surprise for her.

Coach Snoop

Love Of The Game
February 02, 2018

Players J-Roc and Aaron talk about the pain of losing family members. Snoop's Steelers travel to Dallas
to face one of the top teams in the nation.



Comic Book Men

Stash Bash
December 03, 2017

Jay and Silent Bob cosplayers take over the streets of Red Bank as the Comic Book Men attempt to
make history by setting a Guinness World Record.

The Curse Of Oak Island

Forever Family
November 07, 2017

Rick and Marty Lagina oversee a daring dive operation in the C-1 shaft at the Money Pit to search for
treasure and ancient man-made workings, while the Oak Island team mourns the recent tragic passing
of Craig Tester’s son, Drake.

Deadliest Catch

Battle Lines
April 10, 2018

After Sig and Jake have a falling out Jake partners with Sig’s biggest rival. Josh Harris returns to captain
the Cornelia Marie. Sean Dwyer buys quota out from under veteran foe Wild Bill.

Dope

Is It Dangerous? Absolutely, It's Dangerous
December 22, 2017

As Memorial Day weekend approaches in Chicago, cops strive to get weapons off the street while drug
dealers prepare for an influx of buyers.

Encore!

December 10, 2017

Kristen Bell reunites the cast of a high school production of Into the Woods some 20 years later and
brings them back to their hometown to reconnect and perform that same show one more time.

The First 48

Cruel Summer
January 04, 2018

In New Orleans, when gunmen open fire on a porch – shooting four children and three adults –
Detective Tim Bender turns to the community to help solve the case.

Floribama Shore

Series Body Of Work

Panama City Beach is the backdrop for a group of 8 young Southerners who decide to spend the
summer avoiding their real life responsibilities in hopes of finding love, a little extra cash and friends
who will become their chosen family.



Girls Incarcerated

Chapter 2: Until We Meet Again
March 01, 2018

Trouble finds Aubrey on the outside. Najwa finishes her time but can't go home without a guardian. The
girls say goodbye to a beloved counselor.

Hate Thy Neighbor

Prison Camp For Kids
February 06, 2018

Jamali travels to South Carolina to spend the weekend with a group of kids enrolled in a correctional
weekend that promises to deter kids from a life of crime.

The Healer

Last Resort
November 20, 2017

Charlie visits a family whose life has been altered by their mother's debilitating arthritis and psoriasis;
Charlie is reunited with a doctor he once healed looking for help; he visits someone coping with scoliosis
and fibromyalgia.

Huang's World

Washington, D.C.
June 28, 2017

Eddie heads to our nation's capital to explore the food, culture, and politics of Washington, D.C., during
the Inauguration of Donald Trump.

Intervention

Chapter 9
February 27, 2018

On the Season Finale, Donna Chavous takes an aggressive approach during David and Kiersten’s
intervention, when she discovers that the two are using heroin in the bathroom. Taylor endures a
painful trip to the dentist as several infected teeth are removed. When Taylor’s family intervenes, she
attempts to run away.

Jersey Shore Family Vacation

Series Body Of Work

Ronnie and Deena’s unresolved issues resurface and the family is complete with the arrival of The
Situation.

Life Below Zero

The 11th Hour
July 27, 2017

As winter overtakes the Arctic and temperatures fall to excruciating numbers, Alaskans are presented
with new challenges in their fight to survive.



Love & Hip Hop Miami

Welcome To Miami
January 01, 2018

Trick Daddy and Trina reunite for a long-awaited album. Amara La Negra has big dreams of crossing over
into the American music market. Gunplay is back in Miami, ready to face the his past demons. Boy band
sensation, Pretty Ricky, has reunited causing conflict with Pleasure P's girlfriend, Shay Johnson.

Man At Arms: Art Of War

Weapons Of The Rising Sun
July 27, 2017

The Samurai, the mightiest warrior class the world has ever known were famous for their incredible use
of the Yari and the Katana. Our craftsmen reproduce these legendary weapons using techniques from
the past as well as state-of-the-art technology. Each masterwork is tested by experts for strength and
real-world functionality.

My 600-lb Life

Robert's Story
February 28, 2018

This 2-hour episode follows Robert, nearly 900-pounds and bedbound, and his year-long journey to
confront his past trauma and addiction to food and painkillers. His transformational work with Dr. Now
and nearly 350-pound weight loss tragically comes too late, leaving his fiancee and family to cope with
his sudden death.

My House

Old Way
May 09, 2018

Jelani gets honest with his father about his homosexuality. Relish, desperate for a win this season,
gears up to walk at The Kiki Ball, and Tati debuts in a new category.

Naked And Afraid

A Screw Loose
March 18, 2018

In a haunted Mayan jungle, a painful injury tests the resolve of survivalists Leah and Caesar. Surviving
is a struggle as they are faced with suffocating humidity, hungry predators, torrential rainfall,
unrelenting insects and intoxicating fruit.

Released

Series Body Of Work

After serving decades behind bars, convicted felons Kevin, Kay and Jermaine are released from prison.
Her sixth time out, Kay is now sober with a new attitude; Jermaine's daughter refuses to forgive him
and Kevin makes the long trip home from San Quentin.

Ride With Norman Reedus

California: Joshua Tree
November 13, 2017

Norman Reedus rides from Los Angeles to Joshua Tree, visits friends including Greg Nicotero, and
explores Southern California's hidden gems.



Ride With Norman Reedus

Lowcountry
November 06, 2017

Norman and comedian Dave Chappelle ride from Charleston to Savannah, stopping along the way to
experience the culture and history of Lowcountry.

Ride With Norman Reedus

My New York
December 04, 2017

Norman visits Maxvoto, a communal motorcycle garage in south Brooklyn, NY.

Ride With Norman Reedus

Spain
November 05, 2017

Norman and his colleague from the Walking Dead Jeffrey Dean Morgan embark on a journey from
Barcelona to Valencia.

RuPaul's Drag Race: Untucked

Untucked - 10s Across The Board
March 22, 2018

The queens untuck backstage and spill the T. Christina Aguilera pays them a gag-worthy visit before our
first Queen sashays away.

Shot In The Dark

The Hustle
November 17, 2017

Howard, Zak and Scott vie for the night's big story, not knowing if it will be a bus fire, a drowning, or a
high-speed chase through LA.

Siesta Key

Series Body Of Work

The crew heads to Bimini for a few days of fun in the sun. Drama quickly spreads when evidence of Alex
and Kelsey’s indiscretions surface. Juliette becomes overwhelmed with jealousy while Madisson and
Brandon continue to get cozy.

60 Days In

Series Body Of Work

When Jaclin tries to help Stephanie switch rooms, it puts a target on Jaclin’s back, Emmanuel also
becomes a target when he tries to break up a fight, and a rumor about Andrew being gay could put him
in harm’s way.



Slutever

Trans Sexuality
February 21, 2018

Karley meets with members of the trans community who want to open the conversation around trans
sexuality, including trans icon and educator Buck Angel.

Somebody Feed Phil

Saigon
January 12, 2018

A tasty trip to Saigon kicks off with pho and banh mi. Phil gets up at dawn to harvest lotus stems and
learns how real Vietnamese coffee is made.

Southern Charm

The Break-Up Bunch Part 1
April 05, 2018

Cameran prepares for the birth of her baby, while Shep confesses to the downfall of his relationship.
Couples Craig and Naomie and Austen and Chelsea have called it quits. As Kathryn celebrates her
second year of sobriety and increased presence in her children’s lives, Thomas has a new love interest.

Teen Mom OG

What A Ride
January 08, 2018

Amber is completely done with Matt. Farrah visits Omaha and Sophia expresses her dislike for Deb’s
fiancé, David. Taylor surprises Maci and takes her skydiving. Catelynn and Tyler finally get to see Carly
and wonder what it would have been like if they raised their two daughters together.

Undercover High

Series Body Of Work

During their first week, four out of the seven adult participants attempt to fit in and gain the trust of
students so they can fill us in on what really goes on in high school today.

United Shades Of America With W. Kamau Bell

Physical Disabilities
May 20, 2018

Kamau Bell meets with people with physical disabilities.

United Shades Of America With W. Kamau Bell

Sikhs In America
May 06, 2018

Kamau unravels the stereotypes of one of the most misunderstood religions in America, Sikhism.



Vanderpump Rules

Unfaithful
December 11, 2017

A painful revelation makes Brittany flee L.A., leaving her relationship with Jax in question. Stassi
reconnects with her ex-boyfriend Patrick and ex-boss Lisa Vanderpump, while James attempts to
reclaim his DJ job at SUR. Lisa proudly serves as grand marshal of the Long Beach Gay Pride parade.

End of Category


